My very first CTAE class was an Intro to Law Enforcement class. This class not only gave me valuable information on possible career pathways that I could take but the class taught me how to successfully prepare for job interviews and also how to keep up the first impression. CTAE classes prepare students for the real world and our futures.”

- MAYLYN MANN, STUDENT

CTAE brings industry folks, skills competitions and actual tools they use into the classroom, the learning in the classroom is DIRECTLY connected to the real-world that is waiting for them when they graduate.”

- MICHAEL KENIG, INDUSTRY LEADER

CTAE allows students to learn and apply relevant skills that span beyond the four walls of the classroom. CTAE programs have partnerships with employers in their communities...who may provide training, mentorship, opportunities for internships, networking, and even entry-level jobs for students.”

- ANGIE LEWIS, CTAE DIRECTOR

CTAE courses provide students with opportunities to take on leadership positions, practice soft skills on a a daily basis, and show students the link from learned skills to real world by providing relevancy in the learned skills.”

- JENNIFER BUTLER, EDUCATOR

No other course can ensure that students are as prepared and enthusiastic for life after high school as well as Career, Technical, and Agricultural Education can. By providing me with the tools I needed to succeed, my CTAE pathway has allowed me to get more involved and passionate for my future!”

- ZUBAIDA AIRES; CTAE STUDENT; FCCLA STATE OFFICER

Make it a priority to teach students skills that make them employable. How can you help champion this in your school?

cate.gadoe.org   facebook.com/GeorgiaCareerTech   twitter.com/georgiactae

#CTAEDELIVERS